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We’re BACK
Nintendo power is back 
with a new series of 
magazine this book is 
100% official and today 
our “main topic” is super 
Mario bros. At Nintendo 
power we will have a new 
issue of Nintendo power 
every weekend and we 
will have special guest 
interviews with gamers 
and creators so we hope 
you enjoy are new version 
of Nintendo power !



NES
The NES known as Nintendo 
entertainment system was 
Nintendo’s first ever console with 
brilliant classics all told on the 
contents and had big Square 
game cartridges with sleeves to 
go with them. What you did was 
pull the hatch on the console put 
game in take it out blow on it put 
it back in take it out blow on it 
some more and so on

The NES had a strange controller 
and was a weird rectangle shape and 
had 2 buttons a and b  
Now days we have a b x y up down 
left right ZR ZL r l home screen 
shot and maybe sometimes touch 
screen my point is there is way 
more than two and it only had a 
small control panel they also had A 
BUNCH of accessories for example 
zapper, power pad, power glove and 
R.O.B just to name a few



Super Mario bros!
Super Mario bros is the first ever Mario 
game that actually had Mario in the title it 
had 8 worlds with 4 levels in each so that’s 
32 levels which should take one or two 
mins to beat (if your a speed runner)  
speaking of speed runs on the NES 
Darbian took 4m 56s 528ms to beat the 
original Mario bros 3 months ago 

Hey do you know the line 
thank you Mario but our 
princess is in another castle 
well it is a VERY famous line 
any way it’s time for our cool 
hack of the day that you 
could do while playing Mario 
skipping the flag: this one is  
pretty self explanatory jump 
over the flag and you’ll just 
walk FOREVER !



Duck hunt!
Duck hunt is a game using the 
NES ZAPPER where you shoot 
ducks and there’s a stupid dog that 
laughs at you the game is really 
fun apart from when theres a 
cheater a cheater in duck hunt is 
someone who holds there gun 
right up into the screen and since 
the screen is so small back then 
they hit EVERY SINGLE DUCK

The zapper is a orange and grey 
gun fun fact it was actually going 
to be grey and ugh grey but 
Parents said it looked to much 
like a real gun so they had to 
change it to more “childish” 
colours  
Another fun fact is that every 
time you shoot at the screen it 
goes all black for a millisecond 
and where ever you shoot goes 
white for a millisecond 



Kirby!
Ahh Kirby maybe the cutest fighter 
to ever be. Kirby is a pink round and 
cute fighter so what he does is he 
sucks up enemy’s and get their 
powers now that I think about it it’s 
sort of weird anyway Kirby is well 
known for being cute meta night is 
known for being flipping awesome 
and king Dedede is ugh known for 
ugh being fat?



Interview with Thomas Holden

What was the first video game you 
remember playing : super Mario galaxy 

What’s your favourite character that isn’t a 
main character : yoshi

Why : because he’s so flipping CUTE

What’s you’re favourite accessory by Nintendo : 
Nintendo switch pro controller 

Top 3 Nintendo consoles :    1. Nintendo 
switch  2. NES  3. SNES
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END


